The African American Family, 1870s – 1910s

Photographs from the New York Public Library. Reproduced with permission.
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Jack and Abby
(original caption)

Studio portrait of an elderly couple

Savannah, Georgia 187-?

Photographed by O. Pierre Havens and sold as a stereograph

NYPL, Prints & Photographs Division, Miriam & Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Robert N. Dennis Collection of Stereoscopic Views

Charles Smith Senior and Daughter Josephine C. Smith

Apalachicola?, Florida April 13, 1889

Studio portrait, silver gelatin print
Creator: Lyon

NYPL, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Photographs & Prints Division, Shivery Family Photograph Collection
James Lyons Kingsland
and
Abraham Leon Kingsland

Stepbrothers, 1900

Photographs
as displayed
in photograph album

Silver gelatin prints
Photographer: unidentified

NYPL, Schomburg Center
for Research in Black Culture,
Photographs & Prints Division,
Harry A. Williamson Photograph
Collection

Grandmother and
granddaughter,
both named Alis

Studio portrait, 1910s

Silver gelatin print
Photographer: unidentified

NYPL, Schomburg Center for
Research in Black Culture,
Photographs & Prints Division,
Clarence Cameron White
Photograph Collection